


Chapter 2 

WHY KIDS MISBEHAVE 

Understanding Why Kids Do What They Do 

Since all behaviors serve a purpose, we must assume that children misbehave for a 
reason. The challenge is to understand why they do what they do. When a child does 
something, that action is usually motivated by a specific intention. We adults give 
children clues as to how we expect them to behave, and children either meet these 
expectations or rebel against them. By recognizing children's individual needs, we can 
best deal with their behavior and meet them where they are, rather than expect them to 
transform immediately into what we want them to be. 

HOW DO CHILDREN LEARN BEHAVIOR? 

1. Children learn through birth order.

Birth order greatly affects how your child perceives and understands reality. Whether
a child is a perfectionistic, achieving, cautious firstborn ... a mediating, independent
middle born ... or a personable, manipulative, show-stealing youngest child ... the
child's birth order will affect how he or she develops a place in the family, and later
on, in the world. Birth order allows for tendencies-there are no behavioral
guarantees-but it can provide valuable insight into why children act the way they
act.

Example: The teacher gives an assignment to write a five-page paper. The firstborn
will barrage the teacher with questions-"Is it to be double-spaced? What size font?
Would you like a cover page on it?" The middle child will think, "Oh, good! I can
get all my friends together and we can work on it." The lastbom will think, "Not due
until Friday? Great! Thursday night I'll get on it. Actually, I'll get Mom on it!"

Each child views his or her family from a different viewpoint, and this affects the
child's perception of what is true. Much research has been done on birth order and
how it affects personality and behavior. Familiarity with children's reality
perceptions will help you deal with them as individuals. Understanding children as
singular people with various and particular needs is essential to the implementation of
reality discipline. It has always amazed me how three little cubs could come from the
same den and yet be so very different from one another! I'm sure this adds to the
challenge of being an educator and parent!

The following charts will help you better understand the principles of birth order and
learn to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of your children-and even yourself.
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